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Abstract— This paper presents a new robot controller for
space telerobotics missions specially designed to meet the
requirements of KONTUR-2, a German & Russian telerobotics
mission that addressed scientific and technological questions
for future planetary explorations. In KONTUR-2, Earth and
ISS have been used as a test-bed to evaluate and demonstrate
a new technology for real-time telemanipulation from space.
During the August 2015’ experiments campaign, a cosmonaut
teleoperated a robot manipulator located in Germany, using
a force-feedback joystick from the Russian segment of the
International Space Station (ISS). The focus of the paper
is on the design and performance of the bilateral controller
between ISS joystick and Earth robot. The controller is based
on a 4-Channels architecture in which stability is guaranteed
through passivity and the Time Delay Power Network (TDPN)
concept. We show how the proposed approach successfully
fulfills mission requirements, specially those related to system
operation through space links and internet channels, involving
time delays and data losses of different nature.

I. INTRODUCTION

Telerobotics is one of the most succesful and versatile

space technologies. In the last years there have been impres-

sive space missions that involved the use of robots, showing

their effectiveness in fields as diverse as Mars exploration,

on-orbit servicing or meteorite sample and return. A common

attribute of these robots is that they are controlled from Earth

to perform some sort of manipulation of the environment

along with some degree of autonomy. However, robotics

hasn’t yet shown its potential in missions that require high

dexterity levels: The ISS is still fully maintained by astro-

nauts; four manned servicing missions on the Hubble Space

Telescope raised the original costs of $2.5B to $10B as of

2010 [1]. Robots are undeniably safer and more cost effective

compared to on-site astronautic operations, though arguably,

much more limited in terms of cognitive and manipulation

abilities.

Real-time teleoperation is in these scenarios an appealing

technology as it combines robotic capabilities with human

intelligence and manipulation skills. Furthermore, it is a

technology that has been thoroughly investigated for many

years and finds itself in a rather mature stage.

The KONTUR-2 mission aims at achieving the next mile-

stone in planetary exploration missions to allow astronauts

to work with robots on the ground from an orbital station. To
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Fig. 1: KONTUR-2 scenarios

do that, KONTUR-2 will provide answers to the following

scientific and technological questions:

• What are the communication requirements to teleoperate

a robot manipulator in real time in space missions?

• What is the design of the controller that is capable of

coping with latencies, data losses and other channel

related characteristics while providing reliable force-

feedback?

• What is the loss in human proprioception when control-

ling an Earth robot from the ISS, including the effects

of time delay and microgravity effects?

To answer these questions, a space qualified 2 degrees

of freedom (DoF) force-feedback joystick was developed at

the DLR and sent on July 24th to the Russian segment of

the ISS. Mr. Oleg Kononenko, cosmonaut from Roscomos,

performed a set of experiments that consisted of controlling

ROKVISS, a 2 DoF robot manipulator located at the DLR

(Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany) using the force-feedback joy-

stick (see Fig. 1). The focus of the paper is on the first two

questions. We first establish general control requirements for

space telerobotics, based on results from a DLR trajectory

that begins in 1993 with ROTEX, the first space robotics

experiment [2], and goes on with 2015’s KONTUR-2. The

second block of the article presents a new bilateral control

architecture that fulfills these requirements related to stability

and performance. A major challenge in this context arises

due to the communication delay and data losses of command

signals from the human operator to the robot and the force

signals back to the operator.

A joint treatment of these two areas, communication and

control, is encouraged due to their strong interaction and
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dependencies: On one hand, the control engineer needs to

understand the properties of the communication channel such

as to design the bilateral controller; on the other hand,

the communication expert should take into account real-

time requirements imposed by the bilateral controller. This

control-communication interplay presents interesting trade-

offs between the two areas with interesting repercussions;

e.g. if the controller is capable of working in low bandwidths

/ high jitters settings it can potentially loosen requirements

for the communication infrastructure.

II. OTHER EXISTING SIMILAR METHODS

Stability and transparency in bilateral teleoperation have

been in research since decades. Transparency as a trade-

off for system stability has been discussed in [3] and [4].

The effects of internal time delay, sampling and quantization

and the physical properties like inertia and damping on the

stability of a haptic device have been studied in [5]. Passivity

as a tool for stability to cope with communication delay was

studied in [6] and [7], where the teleoperation system is mod-

elled based on transmission lines equations (aka. scattering

parameters and wave variables). [8], [9] have extended these

ideas using port-Hamiltonians, an energy based modelling

tool that allows more complex control structures.

On the other hand, the Time Domain Passivity Approach

(TDPA) analyses system passivity in real-time and bases

its control on the observability of the system energy and a

variable damping injection that acts during active phases of

operation [10]. It was extended to time delayed teleoperation

based on the Time Delay Power Networks (TDPN) repre-

sentation in [11] and [12]. The authors of [13] presented a

4-channels architecture that is based on two TDPNs carrying

force signals. However, sending explicit position signals, as

will be shown in Sec. V, is beneficial as it significantly

improves position tracking performance [14].

III. ISS AND TRAINING COMMUNICATION

REQUIREMENTS

Table I shows communication parameters registered during

the main DLR telerobotics missions.

Experiment Type T. Delay P. Loss Bandwidth

Rokviss ISS Link 20-30 ms 0.1% 245Kbps/4Mbps

Artemis GEO-Sat 620 ms 5.8% 4Mbps

Astra GEO-Sat 540 ms 2.6% 4Mbps

K2 Training Internet UDP 65 ms 7% 10Mbps

TABLE I: Main DLR space telerobotics missions commu-

nication parameters (see Appendix for the missions descrip-

tions)

As it can be seen, time delay varies substantially de-

pending on the particular communication infrastructure. Geo-

stationary satellite communications (ASTRA, ARTEMIS)

average higher than 0.5 seconds [15], [16]. The direct link

used in ROKVISS on the other hand presents lesser delay.

In KONTUR-2, two scenarios had to be considered in the

design of the bilateral controller: ISS and training. The first

is the nominal mission case, where the cosmonaut controls
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Fig. 2: Space and Internet links parameters

the robot from the ISS through a S-band link. The second, is

a geographically distributed scenario for cosmonaut training

purposes (see Fig. 1). Since the exact same system needs to

operate in both, the requirements for the bilateral controller

are clearly strengthened as both links are characterized by

different communication parameters.

The cosmonaut training took place at the Gagarin Research

and Test Cosmonaut Training Center (GCTC), located in

Moscow. During the training, the cosmonaut practiced with

a joystick qualification model (QM) with identical character-

istics of the ISS flight model (FM), and controlled the robot

located at the DLR, in Germany, through the internet.

Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) show the performance of ISS

and internet UDP links. The nature of these two links is

quite different in terms of time delay, data losses and jitter.

The time delay for the ISS communication varied from 20

to 30 ms (corresponding to azimuth and horizon points)

with mean negligible data losses. The internet training setup

introduced a mean delay of 65 ms and highly oscillating

package loss ratio, from 5% to 7% (due to the UDP protocol).

Though more limited in bandwidth, the ISS link is higher

in performance. However, shadowing can occur resulting in

signal attenuation and in turn higher package loss ratios

or even communication blackouts. On the other hand, the

internet link measurements confirm a typical UDP behaviour.

The bilateral controller presented in this paper is aimed

at generality: the main control requirements (related to the

communication parameters) is to guarantee stability and

to maximize performance in any of the above mentioned

conditions, including those of Table I.

IV. ENERGY, TIME DELAY AND PASSIVITY

One of the major challenges in designing the bilateral

controller is the treatment of package loss and jitter factors.

Most approaches are capable of handling constant small and

large time delays. Although there have been remarkable steps

for making these approaches robust against jitter and package

losses (see references in Sec. II), the rationale that sustains

them assumes a constant or even previously known time

delay. As already mentioned, the control method presented

in this paper is based on the Time Domain Passivity Control

approach. One of the main benefits of this approach is that

jitter and data losses are naturally handled by the approach

since both factors result in variations of the system energy.
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The well known passivity theory provides a tool to determine

a relationship between time delay and energy that is useful

for analyzing the stability of feedback systems. In particular,

∫ ∞

0
u(τ)∗v(τ)dt +C ≥ 0, (1)

establishes that if the time integral of the dual product

between two power correlated signals, u and v, is greater

than or equal to zero, the system is passive, meaning that

it cannot generate more energy than the stored amount, C.

It has been proved that if there is a phase lag (or delay

in time units) between one of the above correlated signals

w.r.t. the other, the passivity rule is violated, resulting in

a non-passive system and in turn potentially unstable. The

use of passivity in control has been a matter of controversy.

Arguably, forcing a system to be passive to ensure stability

is a conservative criterion since passivity is not a necessary

but rather a sufficient condition for stability. Nevertheless,

passivity presents some unique features that are beneficial in

real-time telerobotics:

1) Less dependency on plant models: Rather than looking

at the particular internals of the controlled plant such

as to obtain a transfer function, energy can be used as

a control variable by checking the input/output signals

of the plant.

2) It is delay friendlier (than other well established meth-

ods that are based on the analysis of transfer functions)

since time delay naturally modifies the passivity prop-

erty of the system and this can be easily observed.

3) Non-continuous factors as jitter and data losses can

be well embedded within the same control framework

since they all naturally have impact on passivity as

well.

Clearly, these are important values in order to satisfy the

above established mission requirements.

Briefly, the TDPA has two main elements: the Passivity

Observer (PO), which monitors the energy flow of a network

in time domain; and the Passivity Controller (PC), which acts

as a variable damper to dissipate the energy introduced by

the network. See [12] for a review on the TDPA approach.

In order to expose the underlying ideas of the bilateral

controller presented in the next section, the following tools

and elements will be used:

• Passivity Controller (PC) and Passivity Observer (PO)

as fundamental stability tool.

• Time Delay Power Network (TDPN), as a two-port net-

work that models an energy consistent communication

channel, with well defined effort and flow signals.

• A passivated TDPN, that is, a TDPN with a PC system

(i.e. one PC at one or both sides1 of the TDPN is

required to make it passive).

Then, the following steps will lead to the control scheme

presented in this paper:

1Depending on the specific system [11]

1) Design of the control scheme in an ideal setting, that is,

neglecting time delays, jitter and package loss, using

the conventional flow diagrams.

2) Representation of the control scheme in the electrical

domain, using one-port and two-port networks.

3) Adding time delay source into the above scheme

(through dependent flow and effort sources).

4) Unfoldment of the system TDPNs.

5) Passivate each TDPN through PCs, creating a TDPN-

PC systems.

The above elements and steps are in the following section

described.

V. CONTROLLER DESIGN

In general, the design of a bilateral controller can be split

into two parts: The architecture, which defines the bilateral

data exchange and control between master and slave (e.g.

position-force) and the stability mechanism, which ensures

stable operation under some desired conditions.

4-channels architectures, i.e. exchanging force and posi-

tion signals between both master and slave, reach highest

performance degrees since they can theoretically reach ideal

transparency in the non-delayed case [3], [17]. They are

also higher in complexity and require higher communica-

tion bandwidths than 2-channels architectures (e.g. position-

force). In KONTUR-2, the S-Band space link has a capacity

of 256 Kbps for the uplink and 4 Mbps for the downlink

(see Fig. 1). It can be easily proved that this bandwidth is

sufficient for a 500Hz transmission rate, a 2 DoF system with

a 4-channels architecture and a coding of 2 bytes per signal.

Thus, the chosen architecture is defined by two forward

channels carrying master position and force signals, and two

feedback channels, carrying slave computed and measured

force signals (see Fig. 3). The main reason for choosing

this architecture instead of the symmetric 4-channels, with

position and force in both directions, is to reduce the spring-

like characteristic caused by the delayed position closed

loop, which can be disturbing, specially for substantial or

varying delays. Note that in this new configuration, position

tracking can still be achieved since the slave remains linked

in position to the master.

On the other hand, the duality in the force feedback signal

presents interesting properties: The low-pass characteristic of

the computed force channel, given by the spring-damper of

the slave Proportional-Integral (PI) controller, allows to set

higher gain values for the measured force channel (which is

typically more prone to instabilities). This second channel,

in turn, also contains the high frequency information of the

telemanipulation (only limited by the force sensor capabili-

ties and the slave control cycles). A thorough analysis of the

interplay between these two channels and how they affect

each other in terms of stability and performance is out of the

scope of this article and will be presented in future works.

On the forward path, the combination of a position and

a (measured) force channel presents two main benefits:

Convergence to zero of master-slave position error and partial
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masking of the slave dynamics thanks to the feedforward

force term.
The stability mechanism is entirely underpinned on the

TDPN representation. Roughly, TDPNs provide an aug-

mented network representation of the system that allows to

explain the energy exchange within the system that contains

one or more time delays (see Appendix for further details).
The design steps defined in the previos section are ex-

plained in the following subsections.

A. Design of the control scheme: Block diagram

Rather than focusing on how to tune the channels (thor-

oughly studied in the mentioned references), a properly tuned

system is hereby assumed, that is, the controller gains have

been adjusted so as to ensure stability in the non-delayed

case and to satisfy some performance goals. The design is

H+M
Zh,Zm

S+Env
Zs,Ze

fh

fefm
fm0

fm2

fm1

vm

fs
fs2

fs1

vsvsd

M.Ctrl.
Zc

S.Ctrl.
Zc

Gs

Ge

Gh

T

T

T

T

+

+

+ −

Fig. 3: Block diagram of a 4-Channels architecture

shown in Fig. 3. The causality on both, master and slave

systems, is impedance, that is, the commanded signal is a

force and the output is position (or velocity, analogously).

Postion tracking is established through the PI controller with

transfer function Zc(s) =
Kdss+Kps

s
. The force commands at

both sides are derived by:

fs(t) = Gh fh(t −T)+Kds(vm(t −T )− vs(t))

+Kps(xm(t −T )− xs(t)),

fm(t) = Gs fs2(t −T)+Ge fe(t −T )+Kdmvm(t), (2)

where fh, fs2, fe are human measured force, computed and

measured forces at the slave side respectively; vm, vs are

master and slave velocity signals respectively. Furthermore,

the controller at the slave side is a Proportional-Integral with

constants Kps and Kds and the master has a local damper

with value Kdm. Gh, Gs and Ge are scaling factors to match

both system dynamics. Forward and backward delays, T , are

assumed to be equal for the sake of simplicity. The transfer

function in the Laplace domain of the block containing the

human and the master device, H +M, can be modeled as:

( fh(s)− fm(s))
1

mms2 + bms
= xm(s),

fh(s) = vm(s)Zh(s), (3)

where mm and bm are master mass and damping coefficients,

and Zh is the human impedance. Equations at the slave side

can be obtained in a similar way.

B. Representation of the (delayed) control scheme in the

electrical domain

In order to extract the TDPNs of the system, the analogous

electrical representation is needed. Applying the classical

force-voltage / velocity-current analogy, the system in Fig. 3

can be represented in the electrical domain as shown in

Fig. 4. As it can be seen, the communication channels are

represented through dependent force and velocity sources

(see [11]), leading to four delayed dependent sources: Three

for the force signals transmission, and one for the velocity

signal transmission. Note the series interconnection at master

and slave sides to produce the force commands 2, fm = fm1+
fm2 and fs = fs1+ fs2. Furthermore, it can be easily seen that

the system equations of the block diagram representation (2)

hold in the new scheme.

fh

fh0

fm =
fm1 + fm2

fm1 =

Ge fe(t −T )

fm2 =

Gs fs2(t −T )

vm

vm

vs

vs

vsd = vm(t −T )
fs =

fs1 + fs2

fs1 =

Gh fh(t −T )

fs2

fe

Zh Zm Zs

Zc

Ze

+

++

+

+

+

+

+

+

++

+

−

−

−−

−

−

−

−−

Fig. 4: Electrical scheme of a 4 Channels architecture

C. Unfoldment of the system TDPNs

The unfoldment of the TDPNs is carried out by looking at

the dependent velocity and force sources. The TDPN allows

to bring the source to its non-delayed location by providing

a medium through which its signal can propagate.

Note that the same dependent source defines the port vari-

ables of the TDPN. Then, for each time dependent source a

TDPN can be unfolded. See Fig. 5: The result is a scheme

with four TDPNs, one for each channel.

1) TDPN A: Conveys measured force (source Ca) from

slave to master

2) TDPN B: Conveys computed force (source Cb) from

slave to master

3) TDPN C: Conveys measured force (source Cc)from

master to slave

4) TDPN D: Conveys velocity (source Cd) from master

to slave

Note that the TDPNs preserve the original correlated vari-

ables pairs (e.g. fm1 and vm at TDPN A’s left port corre-

sponds to the upper left force dependent source port in Fig. 4)

and so the system equations hold). Morevover, it can be noted

a zero delay value, T = 0, leads to the original scheme in

Fig. 4 as the TDPNs naturally vanish.

2A local damper at the master side of Kdm = 0 is considered in this
representation to simplify the analysis
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Fig. 5: 4 Channels architecture augmented with a pair of

TDPNs

The electrical scheme tells us the conjugate pairs at each

TDPN network port:

TDPN A :

{

〈 Ge fe(t −T ) , vm(t) 〉 at the master

〈 Ge fe(t) , vm(t −T )〉 at the slave

TDPN B :

{

〈 Gs fs2(t −T ) , vm(t) 〉 at the master

〈 Gs fs2(t) , vm(t −T )〉 at the slave

TDPN C :

{

〈 Gh fh(t) , vs(t −T) 〉 at the master

〈 Gh fh(t −T ) , vs(t) 〉 at the slave

TDPN D :

{

〈 fs2(t −T ) , vm(t) 〉 at the master

〈 fs2(t) , vm(t −T ) 〉 at the slave

D. Final scheme: Four channel , TDPN based passive system

The augmented, TDPN based representation reveals the

energy sources caused by the time delay (along with jitter and

package loss), i.e., TDPN A to D. These two-port networks

are indeed non-passive and will most likely make the system

unstable, even for small amounts of delay (e.g. 5ms3).

Passivation of two-port networks can be easily achieved by

placing one Passivity Controller at the TDPN port, as shown

in [18], [12].

The scheme with the passivated TDPNs is shown in Fig. 6.

As it can be seen, a PC is connected to each TDPN:

PCa, PCb, PCc and PCd. In the following, we show the

development of PCb, corresponding to TDPN B. The same

rationale is then applied for the remaining TDPNs.

3Depending on the particular PI controller parameters, local dampers and
gain factors
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Fig. 6: Four channel architecture with the Passivity Con-

trollers

TDPN B: The energy of the TDPN B WMb, observed by

the PO, is given by:

WMb(n) = ESb
in (n−D)−EMb

out (n)+EMb
PC (n) (4)

where D represents a discrete communication time delay.

Furthermore,

• ESb
in (n−D) is the delayed energy entering (subscript in)

the TDPN from the slave side (superscript Sb), observed

at the master side

• EMb
out (n) is the energy exiting (subscript out) the TDPN

at the master side (superscript Mb) and

• EMb
PC (n) is the energy dissipated by the passivity con-

troller of TDPN B

ESb
in and EMa

out are computed by adding the power contri-

bution at the corresponding ports, PSb
in and PMb

out and taking

into account the direction of the energy flow and Ts being

the sampling time:

ESb
in (n) = ESb

in (n− 1)+TsP
Sb
in (n) (5)

EMb
out (n) = EMb

out (n− 1)+TsP
Mb
out (n) (6)

PSb
in (n) =

{

f ′s2(n)(−vm(n−D)) if f ′s2(n)(−vm(n−D))> 0

0 else

PMb
out (n) =

{

f ′s2(n−D)(−vm(n)) if f ′s2(n−D)vm(n)< 0

0 else,

where f ′s2(n) =Gs fs2(n) is the scaled feedback force. Note

that all energy signals are positive defined.
The main goal of the passivity controller is to ensure that

the observed energy will be equal or greater than zero, that

is, WMb(n)≥ 0 ∀n ≥ 0. The controller is thus defined as:

fm2(n) = Gs fs2(n−D)− vm(n)αb(n), (7)
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where the dissipation factor, αb, is given by:

αb(n) =







0 if WMb(n)> 0
−WMb(n)

Tsv
2
m(n)

else

Applying (7) ensures that the energy flowing out of the

TDPN through the left port, EMb
out , is modified such that it

is bounded by the delayed entering energy at the right port,

ESb
in (n−D). The modified energy signal is then given by

ÊMb
out (n) = EMb

out (n)−EMb
PC (n). (8)

It can be easily proved that this modified energy satisfies the

passivity condition, WMb(n)≥ 0, i.e., the network created by

the TDPN plus the PC is a passive one. Furthermore, the

energy dissipated by the PC is given by:

EMb
PC (n) = Ts

n−1

∑
k=1

v2
m(k)αb(k), (9)

On the other hand, TDPN D is of velocity type (see [18]).

As such, it has a parallel PC located on the slave side

port to dissipate energy by modifying the velocity command

vsd = vm(t−T ) to v̂sd(t), as shown in Fig. 6. Over-dissipation

of this controller can occur and potentially lead to position

drift. This effect is however compensated using the enhanced

Passivity Controller proposed in [14].

VI. RESULTS

As explained in Sec. I, the experiments were conducted in

two different setups: The real mission scenario with the direct

Earth-ISS S-Band link, and the cosmonaut training scenario,

through standard UDP internet link. In both cases, the pro-

portional control parameter is chosen to be Kps = 80Nm/rad

and the local damper of the master is Kdm = 0.07Nms/rad.

The scaling factors for TDPNs A, B and C have values of

Ge = 0.006, Gs = 0.003 and Gh = 40 respectively, to match

the dynamics of both systems. Joystick and ROKVISS are

dynamically very different, with maximum torques of 0.2Nm

and 40Nm respectively.

The performance of the controller for both scenarios are

shown in the following plots. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show the

results of an experiment session conducted during August

25th 2015 with cosmonaut Mr. Kononenko. These plots show

the position tracking and the force feedback performance

during rigid contact situations and for free environment

respectively. The rigid contact and free environment motion

during the cosmonaut training that took place at GCTC

in Moscow (joystick) and the DLR (ROKVISS robot), are

shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10.

Fig. 11 show the observed energies of TDPN C and D.

As it can be seen, outgoing energies, Eout
x , are greater than

incoming energies, E in
x , indicating an active behaviour of

the TDPNs. The modified energy values, Êout
x are however

bounded by the incoming energies, showing the passivation

of the TDPNs (see analogous energy definitions for TDPN

B in Sec. V-D)
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Fig. 7: Position and torques with rigid contacts during

the mission
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Fig. 8: Position and torques for free environment motion

during the mission
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Fig. 9: Position and torques with rigid contacts during

training
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Fig. 10: Position and torques for free environment mo-

tion during training
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

The main contribution of this paper is the development of

a 4-channels architecture based on the TDPN representation

to achieve a controller design that is robust against a wide

range of communication parameters, including delays, data

losses and jitters. One of the most intersting features of

this approach is that a system tuned for a setting close to

ideal can operate in the conditions described in Sec. III.

This is possible because the main cause for instability has

been isolated from the rest of the system (TDPNs) and

addressed in an adaptive fashion (Passivity Controller). The

main novelty is the finding of the energy flows caused by

the communication of 4-channels architectures (TDPNs A

to D). Once these flows are uncovered, passivity control

ensures that these networks remain passive and therefore,

the system stable. Future work will deal with performance

limitations and comparison to other control architectures.

The next milestone in the KONTUR-2 mission will deal

with the teleoperation of a humanoid robot located at the

DLR from the ISS, involving higher DoFs and complex

telemanipulation tasks.

VIII. APPENDIX

A. Definitions

1) DLR space telerobotics experiments:

• ROKVISS (2005) The first teleoperated robot in space

with force-feedback from Earth. The same link point-

to-point as for the KONTUR-2 space mission was used.

• SFB453-ARTEMIS experiment (2008): An experiment

for testing the feasibility of geostationary communica-

tions using the ARTEMIS satellite for force-feedback

teleoperation [15].

• FORROST-ASTRA experiment (2014): An experiment

for testing the feasibility of geostationary communica-

tions using the ASTRA satellite for on-orbit servicing

[16].

2) Time Delay Power Networks: By definition, a TDPN

is a two-port (power consistent) network that conveys the

energy of one particular signal from one point of the system

to another, as for instance a force or a velocity signal.

In a digital world, a force signal that is sent from one

computer to another incurs a time delay. This is common

even in digital systems, however such an event does not

have a physical correspondence since e.g a force on its own

cannot propagate. In a way, the TDPN provides an energy

interpretation to that propagating force signal. By using this

representation, energy flows that are not visible in common

modelling tools (e.g. flow diagrams) become apparent. Once

the flows are identified, their carriers, i.e. the TDPNs, are

found to be the principal cause of instability. Passivity control

can be then applied on each TDPNs in order to guarantee

the stability of the system in the presence of delays, jitters

and data losses [19].
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